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Affective certainty and congruency 
of touch modulate the experience 
of the rubber hand illusion
Maria Laura Filippetti1,2, Louise P. Kirsch  2, Laura Crucianelli2 & Aikaterini Fotopoulou2
Our sense of body ownership relies on integrating different sensations according to their temporal and 
spatial congruency. Nevertheless, there is ongoing controversy about the role of affective congruency 
during multisensory integration, i.e. whether the stimuli to be perceived by the different sensory 
channels are congruent or incongruent in terms of their affective quality. In the present study, we 
applied a widely used multisensory integration paradigm, the Rubber Hand Illusion, to investigate the 
role of affective, top-down aspects of sensory congruency between visual and tactile modalities in the 
sense of body ownership. In Experiment 1 (N = 36), we touched participants with either soft or rough 
fabrics in their unseen hand, while they watched a rubber hand been touched synchronously with the 
same fabric or with a ‘hidden’ fabric of ‘uncertain roughness’. In Experiment 2 (N = 50), we used the 
same paradigm as in Experiment 1, but replaced the ‘uncertainty’ condition with an ‘incongruent’ one, 
in which participants saw the rubber hand being touched with a fabric of incongruent roughness and 
hence opposite valence. We found that certainty (Experiment 1) and congruency (Experiment 2)  
between the felt and vicariously perceived tactile affectivity led to higher subjective embodiment 
compared to uncertainty and incongruency, respectively, irrespective of any valence effect. Our results 
suggest that congruency in the affective top-down aspects of sensory stimulation is important to 
the multisensory integration process leading to embodiment, over and above temporal and spatial 
properties.
The sense of body ownership, defined as the feeling that one’s body belongs to oneself, is considered a fun-
damental aspect of self-awareness1. A long experimental tradition has attempted to study this facet of bodily 
self-consciousness by focusing on the self-attribution of visually-presented body parts (e.g.2,3). In the last two dec-
ades, a different research tradition emerged that investigates feelings of body ownership in relation to processes of 
multisensory integration in personal and peripersonal space4,5. For example, in the Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI6), 
a rubber-hand viewed in peripersonal space (i.e. space near to the body) is experienced as part of one’s body if the 
subject’s own hand is synchronously touched out of view.
There are now hundreds of studies on the RHI, and related psychophysical or, virtual reality paradigms (see7 
for a review). These investigations have attempted to specify the principles by which multisensory integration 
happens and the role of different sensory and motor modalities in this integration. Moreover, a number of studies 
have focused on the role of various ‘amodal’ properties, such as temporal synchrony and spatial congruency in 
the integration process. Amodal perception refers to ability to detect common redundant information across two 
or more senses8,9. Detection of amodal information is thought to facilitate perceptual learning in infants. In rela-
tion to multisensory body awareness, developmental studies have demonstrated that even very young babies can 
detect the temporal and spatial properties of stimulation across the senses that originate from the body (e.g.10–14) 
With adults and in the context of the RHI, the subject’s hand posture, spatial position and orientation, the equiv-
alent spatial characteristics of the rubber hand, and the relation of both to the midline of the body have been 
found to modulate the illusion15–18. Importantly, top-down processes, defined as information processing that is 
guided by an individual’s higher-level knowledge and expectations, have also been found to mediate the RHI and 
related illusions. For example, the RHI is abolished when participants watch a neutral object instead of a hand 
being stroked synchronously with their own hand16–18, while subjects can experience a RHI even when touch on 
the rubber hand is merely expected rather than experienced19. These findings suggest that the RHI is mediated by 
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both bottom-up processes of multisensory integration and top–down expectations20–22. Moreover, recent compu-
tational models have formalised these combined influences. Predictive coding23 and Bayesian causal inference24 
models suggest that the illusion relies on Bayes-optimal inferences about the causes of certain sensations (in this 
case the inferred common cause is ‘my body’), based on prior knowledge and the spatio-temporal congruency 
conveyed by these sensations during the RHI.
More recently, the integration of interoceptive modalities, defined as the sensory channels conveying the 
physiological state of the body, have been found to play a role in the RHI alongside exteroceptive modalities 
(e.g.25–30). For example, tactile stimuli that are either painful30 or pleasant27,29 in nature lead to strengthened RHI 
effects. Although the definition of interoception has been subject of debate (e.g.31,32), it has been hypothesised 
that affective touch and cutaneous pain can convey both physiological and affective states of the body (such as 
physiological safety/threat and feelings of care/harm)33. Importantly, it remains unclear whether the changes in 
body awareness reported in relation to this sub-modality are caused by the bottom-up, interoceptive specificity 
and resulting affective value of the felt touch on the real hand, or instead by the congruency between this felt 
affectivity and the vicariously perceived affectivity of the seen rubber hand. Indeed, it is well recognised that both 
unpleasant (painful) touch and affective (pleasant) touch can be perceived vicariously when seen on other bodies, 
i.e. the brain simulates the experience of touch, including its affective aspects34–36. When it comes to the percep-
tion of our own body, these two routes, e.g. direct and ‘vicarious’ perception of affective touch, concern the same 
object and hence require cross-modal integration. However, it is unclear whether incongruences between the felt 
and seen tactile affectivity can disrupt the multisensory integration processes that lead to body ownership, over 
and above any effects of temporal, or spatial synchrony.
Indeed, this research tradition has paid little attention to the role of affective congruency during multisensory 
integration. Affective congruency in such paradigms refers to whether the stimuli to be perceived by the different 
sensory channels, such as the felt touch on the participant’s own hand and visual perception of touch on a rubber 
hand, are congruent or incongruent in terms of their affective quality. For example, touch on the real hand may 
be pleasant in valence and/or high in arousal, while touch on the rubber hand may be unpleasant and/or low in 
arousal, and vice versa. Recent theoretical proposals suggest that affective contingency in embodied interactions 
may be critical for the formation of the sense of self37,38. Indeed, a plethora of developmental studies has high-
lighted the formative role of affective congruency or contingency in early embodied (multisensory) interactions 
with caregivers39–42. Nevertheless, while the role of temporal and spatial congruency between the felt and seen 
modalities has been extensively studied in body ownership research, to our knowledge only two studies have 
manipulated affective congruency vs. incongruency in illusions of body ownership. These studies43,44 have sug-
gested that body ownership illusions can be elicited even if the affective quality of sensations on the seen hand are 
not the same to the one experienced on the own hand. However, as we explain below, both should be regarded as 
preliminary given their small samples and incomplete designs.
Specifically, Kammers and colleagues44 tested nine healthy participants and used a thermode to induce tem-
perature changes in the ‘real’ hand during a classic RHI procedure, without any corresponding visual manipula-
tions of the rubber hand. They found no differences in RHI strength between neutral and ‘painful’ conditions, i.e. 
in conditions where cooling or heating of the real hand reached noxious levels. However, they did observe that 
cooling of the real hand produced greater proprioceptive drift (but no change in subjective ratings) compared to 
warming of the real hand. These results are hard to evaluate given the small sample, as well as the fact that the 
paradigm did not involve manipulations of the perceived temperature of the seen, rubber hand that could have 
been perceived ‘vicariously’. Hence, it is unclear whether the observed effects relate to the provision of additional 
interoceptive information on the real hand, the increased arousal caused by such stimulation, or the affective 
incongruency between the real hand (e.g. experienced as warm or cold) and the observed rubber hand (experi-
enced as non-informative with regards to temperature). To our knowledge the only study to include affectivity 
manipulations on the rubber hand in relation to the real hand, used the RHI paradigm to investigate whether 
participants’ perception of soft, pleasant versus rough, unpleasant tactile stimulation on their own hidden arm 
was modulated by simultaneously watching the rubber hand being touched by either the same or an affectively 
incongruent material (i.e. soft and rough fabric43). The perceived pleasantness of these fabrics was manipulated 
based on their softness/roughness, which in turn relates to the perception of the spatial density of the features on 
a material’s surface (for an overview see45). However, spatial density is not identical to perceived softness, which 
shows interindividual variability (see e.g.,46) and it is thus a combination of sensory perception and top-down 
interpretation. Their results did not show a general effect of affective congruency on the RHI, nor did they find 
a valence effect between the incongruent conditions, e.g. soft touch on the real hand leading to greater embod-
iment of a rubber hand that was touched by a rough fabric, or vice versa. However, their experiment involved 
a between-subject design with only 15 participants per group, which may have been underpowered given the 
multifactorial design, the noise and individual differences involved in such paradigms.
In the present study, we investigated the role of affective congruency between modalities in the sense of body 
ownership over two separate within-subjects RHI experiments (Experiment 1: N = 36; Experiment 2: N = 50). 
Based on recent Bayesian statistical models, perception is a process of probabilistic inference and therefore inher-
ently uncertain47. There is indeed ample evidence and discussion in neuroscience that the brain can process 
uncertainty, including without any conscious awareness by the subject, in perception and particularly in mul-
tisensory integration (e.g.47–51). Over two experiments, we thus manipulated for the first time (1) the degree of 
certainty of the seen tactile affectivity in relation to the felt tactile affectivity and (2) the congruency between seen 
and felt tactile affectivity. Specifically, in a first experiment, we manipulated the pleasantness of fabrics touching 
the real hand (based on their relative softness), whilst the rubber hand was exposed to temporally and spatially 
congruent touch that was either also affectively congruent or affectively ambiguous. That is, participants’ real 
hidden arm was stroked by a pleasant (i.e. synthetic wool) or non-pleasant (i.e. Velcro) fabric while they watched 
a rubber hand receiving a synchronous tactile stimulation by the same congruent fabric or by a ‘hidden’ fabric. 
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We asked the question of whether affective certainty (vs. uncertainty) can affect changes in embodiment, over and 
above the effects of temporal synchrony (vs. asynchrony). Experiment 2 used an identical paradigm to the one 
described in Experiment 1 but replaced the emotionally uncertain experience of the hidden fabric on the rubber 
hand with an emotionally incongruent fabric. That is, participants watched a rubber hand being touched by a 
pleasant (i.e. synthetic wool) or non-pleasant (i.e. Velcro) fabric while they received on their real hidden arm a 
synchronous tactile stimulation by the same congruent fabric or by the incongruent fabric. We asked the question 
of whether affective congruency (vs. incongruency) can create changes in embodiment, over and above the effects 
of temporal synchrony (vs. asynchrony). Indeed, in both experiments, we also included a control asynchronous 
condition, in which both the participant’s hand and the rubber hand were stroked using a pleasant fabric, but the 
stimulation was offset. Further, in both experiments, we measured the RHI in two ways: (1) by asking participants 
to localise their unseen hand (i.e. proprioceptive drift), and (2) by a questionnaire investigating the subjective 
change in body ownership and awareness (i.e. embodiment questionnaire52;). Additionally, we measured the per-
ceived pleasantness of the felt touch to investigate the relation between changes in embodiment and the perceived 
tactile affectivity.
We hypothesised that if affective congruency between the ‘felt’ bottom-up and ‘seen’ top-down touch is impor-
tant in embodiment, the RHI effects will be weaker in conditions in which (1) there is uncertainty about the 
affective congruency of visual and tactile stimulations, despite their temporal and spatial congruency; (2) visual 
and tactile stimulations are affectively incongruent, despite their temporal and spatial congruency. If on the other 
hand, affective valence rather than congruency is important to the multisensory integration process, then we 
should observe a valence effect, i.e. the illusion may be enhanced by pleasant touch versus non-pleasant touch, 
over and above any effect of certainty or congruency. Additionally, we also expected predictable affectivity (i.e. 
certain and congruent seen fabrics) to lead to greater pleasantness ratings than unpredictable affectivity (i.e. 
incongruent seen fabrics). Alternatively, if the ‘valence’ of the felt affectivity is uniquely important during multi-
sensory integration, then we should observe valence effects in the second experiment (i.e. pleasant fabrics applied 
to the hand should lead to greater pleasantness ratings during the RHI than non-pleasant fabrics applied to the 
real hand, irrespective of the affective congruency manipulations).
Results
Tactile and visual discrimination baseline measure. The choice of the two fabrics and subsequent 
labelling of our conditions were made on the basis of piloting performed prior to our main experiments (see 
Methods sections and Supplementary Material), whereby we chose the most pleasant and least pleasant (hereafter 
referred to as non-pleasant) fabrics among 12 different materials with similar visual appearance, as rated by 12 
participants.
To assess how participants perceived the valence of the two fabrics in unisensory stimulation, i.e. in our touch 
only and vision only baseline measurements, we analysed their ratings of fabric ‘pleasantness’, ‘unpleasantness’ 
and ‘arousal’. As the data were non-normal (normality assessed for each condition using the Shapiro-Wilk test: 
p < 0.05), non-parametric analyses were performed using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Here, as well as in all 
other analyses performed throughout the paper, we report effect sizes for both significant and non-significant 
results, to account for random error from confounding variables that could have affected our results. For these 
manipulation checks, we contrasted the two materials (synthetic wool vs. Velcro) within each valence rating state-
ment (pleasantness, unpleasantness, and arousal). Table 1S (Supplementary Material) shows mean and standard 
deviation values for illustrative purposes. In Experiment 1, the baseline tactile analysis showed that participants 
rated the pleasant fabric as more pleasant (MdWool = 77; MdVelcro = 36.5; Z = −5.030, p < 0.001, r = −0.84) and 
less unpleasant (MdWool = 8; MdVelcro = 42.5; Z = 4.318, p < 0.001, r = 0.72) than the non-pleasant fabric. No dif-
ferences between materials (MdWool = 59; MdVelcro = 50) were found for the arousal ratings (Z = −1.237, p = 0.216, 
r = −0.20). The same analysis was performed for the visual test, which showed that participants rated the pleasant 
fabric touching the rubber hand as more pleasant (MdWool = 81.5; MdVelcro = 17; Z = 4.966, p < 0.001, r = 0.83) and 
less unpleasant (MdWool = 9.5; MdVelcro = 74; Z = −5.211, p < 0.001, r = −0.87) than the non-pleasant fabric. No 
differences (MdWool = 62; MdVelcro = 47) were found for the arousal ratings (Z = 1.411, p = 0.158, r = 0.24).
In Experiment 2, the baseline tactile analysis showed that participants rated the synthetic wool as more pleas-
ant (MdWool = 81; MdVelcro = 38; Z = −5.930, p < 0.001, r = −0.84) and less unpleasant (MdWool = 0; MdVelcro = 54.5; 
Z = 5.160, p < 0.001, r = 0.73) than the Velcro. Additionally, the synthetic wool was rated as more arousing than 
the Velcro (MdWool = 57.5; MdVelcro = 38; Z = −2.831, p = 0.005, r = 0.33). For the baseline visual test, participants 
rated the sight of the synthetic wool touching the rubber hand as more pleasant (MdWool = 87.5; MdVelcro = 21.5; 
Z = −4.998, p < 0.001, r = −0.70) and less unpleasant (MdWool = 5; MdVelcro = 74; Z = 5.344, p < 0.001, r = 0.76) 
than the Velcro. Similarly to the baseline tactile test, the wool was rated as more arousing than the Velcro 
(MdWool = 65; MdVelcro = 32; Z = 2.422, p = 0.015, r = 0.34). Additional correlational analyses between pleasant-
ness and unpleasantness for both visual and tactile baseline tests are reported in the Supplementary Material.
In sum, the baseline tactile manipulation check shows that participants rated the pleasant fabric as more pleas-
ant and less unpleasant than the non-pleasant fabric. These results apply to both the tactile and the vision modal-
ities. Additionally, in Experiment 2 participants rated the pleasant fabric as more arousing than the non-pleasant 
fabric in both the tactile and the visual domain.
Embodiment questionnaire. The change in embodiment across experimental conditions (post-pre of the 
average of scores from the embodiment questionnaire) was analysed using repeated measure non-parametric 
analyses, as the data were non-normally distributed (normality assessed for each condition using the 
Shapiro-Wilk test: p < 0.05). A Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed a significant effect of Stroking, with synchro-
nous stroking (Experiment 1: Md = 0.94; Experiment 2: Md = 1.25) producing significantly higher embodiment 
scores than asynchronous stroking (Experiment 1: Md = 0.19; Experiment 2: Md = 0.00), (Fig. 1 - Experiment 1: 
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Z = 2.839, p = 0.005, r = 0.47; Experiment 2: Z = 5.053, p < 0.001, r = 0.71). We also performed the Wilcoxon 
signed rank test on the main effect of Certainty of Affectivity of the fabric (Experiment 1), which revealed that 
participants embodied the rubber hand to a significantly greater extent when the stroking material was con-
gruent (Md = 0.68), compared to when it was hidden (Md = 0.22), (Z = −2.826, p = 0.005, r = 0.24). An iden-
tical non-parametric analysis was performed for Experiment 2, in relation to the main effect of Congruency of 
Affectivity of the fabric, which revealed that participants embodied the rubber hand to a significantly greater 
extent when the stroking material was congruent (Md = 1.53), compared to when it was incongruent (Md = 0.69) 
(Z = −4.403, p < 0.001, r = 0.62). In both experiments, the main effect of Fabric on embodiment was not sig-
nificant (Fig. 1), suggesting that participants embodied the rubber hand irrespective to whether the stroking 
material was pleasant (Experiment 1: Md = 0.75; Experiment 2: Md = 0.81) or non-pleasant (Experiment 1: 
Md = 0.31; Experiment 2: Md = 1.13), (Experiment 1: Z = −0.631, p = 0.524, r = 0.11; Experiment 2: Z = 0.877, 
p = 0.380, r = 0.12). The interactions between Certainty of Affectivity and Fabric (Experiment 1) and Congruency 
of Affectivity and Fabric (Experiment 2) were analysed by calculating the difference between the experimental 
manipulation (hidden or incongruent fabric, depending on the experiment) and congruent fabric scores in the 
pleasant and non-pleasant conditions separately, and subsequently using a Wilcoxon signed rank test to com-
pare these two differential scores. This analysis revealed no significant interactions (Experiment 1: Z = 0.074, 
p = 0.941, r = 0.01; Experiment 2: Z = −1.249, p = 0.212, r = 0.03).
The same results were obtained when running sub-component analyses of the embodiment score (owner-
ship, location, and agency separately; please see Supplementary Material)52. While a recent study with a small 
sample size has found a specific association between subjective ownership of the rubber hand and autistic 
traits53, our finding is in line with previous similar work which reported no differences in body ownership across 
sub-components of the embodiment questionnaire27.
In sum, our results reveal the typical effect of synchronicity on the subjective experience of the RHI (i.e. 
greater feelings of RH ownership following synchronous than asynchronous stimulation). We also show for the 
first time that the subjective experience of the illusion is influenced by affective certainty and congruency (i.e. 
greater feelings of RH ownership following affective certain and congruent than uncertain or incongruent stimu-
lation). However, no fabric nor interaction effect was observed in either experiment, suggesting that the affective 
certainty/congruency effect was not modulated by the pleasantness of the fabric used. Therefore, this result shows 
Figure 1. Change in embodiment as measured by subjective reports (embodiment questionnaire) between 
the synchronous and asynchronous conditions (left side of the figure), and across experimental conditions 
(right side of the figure). The graphs on the top of the image shows mean differences in Experiment 1, whereas 
the bottom of the image shows mean differences in Experiment 2. In both experiments, the graphs show a 
significant difference in embodiment of the rubber hand between synchronous and asynchronous stroking, as 
well as a significant main effect of affective certainty (Experiment 1) and congruency (Experiment 2). Means 
are shown for illustrative purposes to provide the reader with a more exhaustive view of our results. Error bars 
indicate standard error of the mean. Asterisks denote significant differences (p < 0.05).
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that the strength of the RHI was fully modulated by the affective congruency of the tactile stimulation, regardless 
of the perceived and/or observed pleasantness associated with the fabric.
Proprioceptive drift. In Experiment 1, data was normally distributed. Hence, we performed a 
repeated-measure ANOVA with Fabric (pleasant vs non-pleasant) and Certainty of Affectivity (congruent vs hid-
den fabric) as within-subject variables. This analysis revealed no significant main effects nor interactions (Fig. 2 
– Experiment 1): main effect of Fabric, F (1,35) = 0.112, p = 0.740, η2 = 0.003; main effect of Neutral Affectivity, 
F (1,35) = 1.198, p = 0.281, η2 = 0.033; interaction Fabric * Certainty of Affectivity, F (1,35) = 2.251, p = 0.142, 
η2 = 0.060. A paired t-test was performed to investigate the difference in drift towards the rubber hand between 
asynchronous and synchronous (Pleasant Congruent) conditions, which revealed no significant differences, 
t(35) = −1.235, p = 0.225, d = 0.15.
Data exploration of Experiment 2 revealed the presence of an outlier (with a score above 2 SD from the mean), 
which was excluded from the final sample. We performed a repeated-measure ANOVA with Fabric (pleasant 
vs non-pleasant) and Congruency of Affectivity (congruent vs. incongruent fabric) as within-subject variables. 
This analysis revealed no significant main effects nor interactions (Fig. 2 – Experiment 2): main effect of Fabric, 
F(1,48) = 1.038, p = 0.313, η2 = 0.021; main effect of Congruency of Affectivity, F (1,48) = 0.818, p = 0.370, 
η2 = 0.017; interaction Fabric * Congruency of Affectivity, F (1,48) = 3.579, p = 0.065, η2 = 0.069. The com-
parison between asynchronous and synchronous (pleasant congruent) conditions here revealed a significantly 
bigger proprioceptive drift towards the rubber hand after synchronous compared to asynchronous condition, 
t(48) = −3.255, p = 0.002, d = 0.37.
In sum, results on proprioceptive drift show a change in self-location as a function of synchronicity only 
in Experiment 2. However, no main effect (fabrics or affective certainty and congruency) nor interaction was 
observed in either experiment.
Valence ratings. To analyse the effects of multisensory stimulation on perceived tactile affectivity, we 
conducted separate analyses for each of the three relevant measures (pleasantness, unpleasantness, arousal). 
As the data were non-normal (normality assessed for each condition using the Shapiro-Wilk test: p < 0.05), 
non-parametric analyses were performed using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
In Experiment 1, for the pleasantness ratings (Fig. 3), we found a main effect of Fabric, in the sense that 
the pleasant fabric (Md = 83) was rated as more pleasant than the non-pleasant fabric (Md = 35.25) regardless 
of the experimental condition, Z = −4.737, p < 0.001, r = −0.45, and a main effect of Certainty of Affectivity, 
whereby the congruent condition (Md = 59) was rated more pleasant than the hidden condition (Md = 59.75), 
Figure 2. Change in proprioceptive drift between the synchronous and asynchronous conditions (left side 
of the figure), and across experimental conditions (right side of the figure). The top of the image shows mean 
differences in Experiment 1, whereas the bottom of the image shows mean differences in Experiment 2. Error 
bars indicate standard error of the mean. Asterisks denote significant differences (p < 0.05).
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regardless of the fabric, Z = −2.199, p = 0.028, r = −0.37. We did not find any interaction between Fabric and 
Certainty of Affectivity, Z = −1.066, p = 0.29, r = −0.178. Similarly, for the unpleasantness ratings (Fig. 4), we 
found a main effect of Fabric, with the non-pleasant fabric (Md = 49.25) being rated as more unpleasant than 
the pleasant fabric (Md = 9), Z = 4.878, p < 0.001, r = 0.81. However, we did not find a main effect of Certainty of 
Affectivity, Z = 1.941, p = 0.052, r = −0.32, nor interaction between Fabric and Certainty of Affectivity, Z = 0.786, 
p = 0.43, r = 0.13. No main effects nor interactions were found with regard to the arousal ratings (Fig. 4) (Fabric: 
Z = −1.31, p = 0.190, r = −0.22; Certainty of Affectivity: Z = −1.30, p = 0.19, r = −0.22). Additionally, there were 
no differences in pleasantness (Z = −1.521, p = 0.128, r = − 0.25), unpleasantness (Z = −1.411, p = 0.158, r = − 
0.49) or arousal (Z = −0.769, p = 0.442, r = −0.13) arising from the tactile stimulation between the synchronous 
and asynchronous conditions.
In Experiment 2, for the pleasantness ratings (Fig. 3), we found a main effect of Fabric, that is the pleasant 
fabric (Md = 82.25) was rated as more pleasant than the non-pleasant fabric (Md = 38.25), Z = −5.656, p < 0.001, 
r = −0.80, but no main effect of Congruency of Affectivity, with no differences in pleasantness ratings between 
congruent (Md = 59.5) and incongruent (Md = 56) visuo-tactile stroking, Z = −0.656, p = 0.512, r = −0.09. 
We did not find any interaction between Fabric and Congruency of Affectivity, Z = −1.595, p = 0.11, r = 0.23. 
Similarly, for the unpleasantness ratings (Fig. 4), we found a main effect of Fabric, with Velcro (Md = 52.25) being 
rated as more unpleasant than wool (Md = 5.5), Z = 5.869, p < 0.001, r = 0.83, and no main effect of Congruency 
of Affectivity (Md congruency = 35.5; Md incongruency = 39; Z = 1.694, p = 0.090, r = 0.24). No interaction 
between Fabric and Congruency of Affectivity was found, Z = −0.464, p = 0.642, r = −0.07. Participants rated 
the synthetic wool (Md = 60.5) as more arousing than the Velcro (Fig. 4) (Md = 50) (main effect of Fabric, 
Z = −2.761, p = 0.006, r = −0.39), but no main effect of Congruency of Affectivity or interactions between Fabric 
and Congruency of Affectivity were found on arousal, Z = 1.479, p = 0.139, r = 0.21, and Z = −0.717, p = 0.473, 
r = 0.10, respectively. As for Experiment 1, there were no differences in pleasantness (Z = −0.873, p = 0.382, 
r = −0.12), unpleasantness (Z = 1.467, p = 0.142, r = 0.21) or arousal (Z = 0.573, p = 0.567, r = 0.081) in the tac-
tile stimulation between the synchronous and asynchronous conditions in Experiment 2.
In sum, our results reveal that our fabric-based, manipulations of tactile pleasantness were successful in 
the sense that there were main effects of the felt fabric in both experiments, with the pleasant fabrics being 
Figure 3. Pleasantness valence ratings post-induction of the RHI in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. In 
both experiments, the graphs show significant main effects of Fabric. Only in Experiment 1, a main effect of 
affective certainty was found. Means are displayed for illustrative purposes to provide the reader with a more 
exhaustive view of our results. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Asterisks denote significant 
differences (p < 0.05).
Figure 4. Unpleasantness (left graph) and arousal (right graph) valence ratings post-induction of the RHI in 
both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Means are displayed for illustrative purposes to provide the reader with a 
more exhaustive view of our results. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Asterisks denote significant 
differences (p < 0.05).
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experienced as more pleasant and the non-pleasant fabrics being experienced as more unpleasant overall. We also 
show that affective certainty has an effect on our valence ratings (i.e. higher perceived pleasantness of the certain 
condition compared to the hidden condition). However, this effect was not apparent in Experiment 2, in which 
there were no differences in perceived affectivity between congruent and incongruent conditions. No interaction 
effect was observed in either experiment. Finally, there were no differences in valence ratings between the syn-
chronous and asynchronous condition in either experiments.
Discussion
Our body is a unique multimodal object that can be perceived through both epistemically private modalities, 
such as touch and proprioception, but also through vision, as any other observed body in the world. Therefore, 
the ways in which our brain integrates information about the same body from ‘within’ and from ‘without’ (as 
when one is observing oneself in the mirror) is important for understanding how we come to build a coherent 
sense of an embodied self. The aim of this study was to investigate for the first time whether our embodied self 
is influenced by the affective congruency between sensations derived from within the body (felt touch) and from 
without (seen touch). In particular, we took advantage of the unique set-up of the Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI) 
to examine whether the affective congruency (versus uncertainty and incongruency) between the ‘felt’ touch on 
one’s own hand and the vicarious, seen touch on a rubber hand would modulate the experience of rubber hand 
embodiment and perceived pleasantness, over and above the effects of visuo-tactile synchrony and any valence 
effects. Based on previous findings about the role of (congruent) affective touch in the RHI27–29, one could pre-
dict that participants would be less willing to embody the rubber hand when their real limb feels pleasant, but a 
non-pleasant fabric touches the rubber hand and vice versa. Given however the role of affective congruency in the 
development of the bodily self38, we hypothesised that affective congruency is important to the multisensory inte-
gration process leading to embodiment and thus the RHI effects would be weaker when the felt tactile affectivity 
does not match the vicariously perceived tactile affectivity on the rubber hand, irrespective of valence. Indeed, we 
found that certainty (Experiment 1) and congruency (Experiment 2) between the perceived and observed tactile 
affectivity led to higher subjective embodiment compared to uncertainty and incongruency, respectively. This 
suggests that affective congruency between visual and tactile modalities influences the subjective sense of body 
ownership. Interestingly, we did not find any interaction effect of congruency and valence in either experiment, 
suggesting that it is not the positive valence of the felt or seen touch that leads to an increased sense of embodi-
ment but rather the congruency between the felt and seen touch, irrespective of valence.
In a previous study, Capelari and colleagues30 induced the RHI using nociceptive stimuli by means of sharp 
pins that were used to synchronously and asynchronously stroke the participant’s hand and the rubber hand. They 
found that both tactile painful stimuli and purely tactile stimuli elicited similar changes in body ownership. Here 
we confirm a similar effect by showing that congruency between felt and seen touch leads to higher subjective 
embodiment irrespective of its pleasantness, and we also show that incongruence between these stimuli reduces 
the RHI.
Our findings indicate that affective congruency of visuo-tactile stimulation is the main driver of the illusion, 
thus suggesting that a matching between ‘felt’ and ‘seen’ tactile affectivity may be a key component to induce a 
change in the conscious experience of body ownership. This is also in line with developmental studies showing 
that early multisensory contingent interactions with caregivers are key to the construction of a minimal body 
awareness39,54. As recently put forward by Fotopoulou and Tsakiris (2017) our most minimal sense of body aware-
ness might originate from early proximal tactile interactions with other bodies, which simultaneously carry infor-
mation about the inner body and the external world. Here, we suggest that affective congruency between ‘felt’ and 
‘seen’ tactile stimulation could represent another type of amodal property of multisensory integration55. In turn, 
affective incongruency between different sensory channels might create a form of deafferentiation similar to the 
exteroceptive temporal mismatch seen in multisensory asynchrony52. Future studies should further investigate 
this hypothesis. Like temporal synchrony and spatial congruency provide infants with the temporal and spatial 
multisensory structure between self- and other- generated stimulations42, affective congruency might contribute 
to the gradual development of body awareness, by providing infants with the correspondence between signals 
originating from within and outside the body. This is highly important, as many interoceptive modalities are 
experienced as epistemically private (i.e. not directly perceived by another person) and yet it appears that affective 
congruency may be a way by which such modalities can be shared socially. For example, a child’s stomach pain or 
pleasure can be mirrored by affective vocalisations, tactile stimulations or facial expressions by the caregiver that 
may have the effect of binding and ‘labelling’ the infants’ interoception by exteroceptive, social or, verbal signals, 
respectively38. Indeed, several developmental theories have focused on the importance of affective congruency 
between infants and their caregivers for the development of affective regulation and social cognition56, but to our 
knowledge the predictions of such theories have never been tested in the context of multisensory integration as 
in the present study.
The aim of our experiments was to directly manipulate the congruency/certainty of tactile affectivity, over and 
above temporal synchrony effects. As a consequence, we used the same slow stroking velocity for both pleasant 
(synthetic wool) and less pleasant (velcro) fabrics. To disentangle the specific role of stroking velocity, future 
studies should address the questions of whether congruent versus incongruent tactile stimuli of faster or much 
slower velocities (i.e. outside the optimal range of the CT fibers) could lead to similar effects as the one reported 
in our experiments, or whether CT-optimal stroking velocity can specifically influence body awareness during the 
RHI, regardless of the congruency between the felt and seen tactile affectivity. In addition to this, an outstanding 
question is whether the effect of congruency for body ownership could be confined to affective context or whether 
other properties of tactile stimulation could have similar effects as the one reported in the present experiments. 
Research has shown that the congruency of the tool used to stroke the real and fake hands is important in induc-
ing a change in body ownership57. Moreover, a recent study demonstrated that the RHI can be induced using 
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visual-thermal stimulation, with congruent synchronous stimuli (i.e. red-warm; blue-cold) inducing a stronger 
RHI than incongruent stimuli58. To better understand the role of multimodal congruency on body awareness, 
future studies should extend the existing evidence to other properties of the stroking stimulus, such as velocity 
and pressure.
While in both experiments embodiment questionnaire results confirmed that participants experienced the 
RHI, we found a proprioceptive drift effect as a function of synchronicity only in Experiment 2. As we discussed 
in our Methods section, one possibility is that the distance used in Experiment 1 between the real and the rubber 
hand may have been suboptimal for the generation of proprioceptive errors15. On the other hand, our sample 
size might have been not big enough to detect a significant difference between synchrony and asynchrony as 
in previous studies with larger samples59. However, we think this latter possibility is unlikely given our power 
analysis calculation and effect size, as well as previous empirical work (e.g.18). Additionally, our affective congru-
ency manipulations did not result in any main effect nor interactions on proprioceptive drift measures in either 
experiment. Thus, our findings are limited to subjective aspects of body ownership. There are at least two plausi-
ble interpretations for these findings. As subjective ratings can be subject to social desirability bias in ways that 
behavioural measures are not, one possibility is that our findings on affective certainty and congruency are some-
what confabulatory. However, we think this possibility is unlikely given that in the second experiment it would 
be very hard for subjects to know how to behave in incongruent trials that include all possible combinations of 
fabrics, and yet the results are consistent with the uncertainty conditions of the first experiment. A second possi-
bility is that the enhancement in subjective embodiment due to affective certainty and congruency does not have 
as a consequence a spatial update of the felt location of the participant’s hand. Future studies should explore both 
of these possibilities further, but for now we note that indeed the findings presented here were consistent with 
recent studies showing a dissociation between subjective (embodiment questionnaire) and behavioural (propri-
oceptive drift) measures of body ownership60,61, as well as by the fact that other manipulations of affective touch 
seem to affect subjective but not behavioural measures of the illusion27,28, or vice versa29. For instance, a recent 
study explored the relationship between the sensed hand position and subjective feeling of ownership in the 
rubber hand illusion61, finding that the perceived position of the participant’s hand (experimentally manipulated) 
does not play a fundamental causal role in producing the illusion of ownership. Hence it is possible to induce the 
rubber hand illusion without the proprioceptive drift component, as we also found in the present study.
In both experiments, we also measured the perceived pleasantness of the felt touch to investigate the per-
ceived affectivity of affective congruency between felt and seen touch during the RHI (versus uncertainty and 
incongruency). In Experiment 1, certainty between seen and felt touch lead to greater pleasantness ratings than 
uncertainty, as predicted. In our second experiment however, congruency was not perceived as more pleasant 
than incongruency. It is unlikely that this effect was related to participants’ inability to recognise the presence 
of congruent vs. incongruent tactile affectivity. The baseline measures taken before and after the RHI indicate 
that participants discriminate between the two fabrics both at the visual and tactile levels. Indeed, additional 
correlational analyses reported in the Supplementary Material showed that the higher the pleasantness reported 
by the participant in relation to the visual or tactile experience of the fabric, the lower its unpleasantness, sug-
gesting that pleasant and non-pleasant stimuli lead to pleasant and unpleasant feelings, respectively. Additionally, 
in both experiments we found a main effect of the fabric used in measures of pleasantness, unpleasantness and 
even arousal, suggesting that even after the induction of the RHI participants were able to discriminate between 
the two fabrics overall. Thus, the valence results of Experiment 1 may instead be explained by the emotional 
uncertainty caused by the observed tactile affectivity. Uncertainty carries potentially unexpected consequences62: 
in Experiment 1 participants could not see the fabric touching the rubber hand, which could have led them to 
rate this mismatch between the felt affective certainty and seen uncertain tactile stimulation as less pleasant. By 
contrast, in the incongruent condition, both felt and seen touch had a degree of certainty. Taken together, these 
results suggest that although subjective embodiment is influenced by both affective certainty and congruency 
between felt and seen modalities, subjective pleasantness is influenced only by the former.
Our baseline tests showed that, in Experiment 2 participants rated the pleasant fabric as more arousing than 
the non-pleasant fabric in both the tactile and the visual domain. While there were no outliers in neither our 
baseline tests, data inspection in both experiments showed that participants in Experiment 2 rated the Velcro as 
more arousing compared to participants in Experiment 1, whilst arousal ratings for the synthetic wool in both 
experiments were very similar across both experiments. These differences could be due to inherent individual 
variability in the subjective reports and are difficult to explain. Across the two experiments, we used the same 
pleasant (syntethic wool) and non-pleasant (Velcro) fabrics and applied an identical experimental design, hence 
differences at baseline in arousal ratings between the two experiments are unlikely to be due to the methodology. 
The main purpose of the visual and tactile baseline tests was to assess how participants perceived the valence of 
our two fabrics in unisensory stimulation and ensure they could fully discriminate between the two in terms of 
pleasantness and unpleasantness. Importantly, our results show that in both experiments, participants discrim-
inated between the two fabrics both at the visual and tactile levels in our main pleasantness and unpleasantness 
reports. Whatever the cause of difference in arousal between Experiment 1 and 2, it is improbable they have had 
direct implications for our main findings.
We hypothesize that the neural processing in the insula could be responsible for the effects of tactile affective 
congruency on body ownership observed in both experiments. The experience of interoceptive and exteroceptive 
body awareness is integrated within the insular cortex, thereby providing a hub for the bodily self in this region63. 
In particular, the insular cortex is involved in evaluating the impact of both anticipatory and stimulus related pro-
cessing of sensory inputs on the interoceptive states of the body32,64–66. Additionally, the anterior insula has been 
implicated in the anticipation of the affective and sensory impact of touch66, specifically in relation to aversive 
and unpredictable stimuli32,67,68. Mismatches between expected and actual states are thought to be coded in this 
area32,64,66. Based on the available neuroimaging evidence, we hypothesize that while the mid- and posterior insula 
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might be implicated in the processing of affective touch69–71 and the experience of this body as mine72, the anterior 
insula might be specifically responsible for coding the interoceptive prediction error between the expected and 
actual affective state67. However, future research is needed to understand the precise role of the insula network in 
processing information about the interoceptive and tactile experience of the body.
In conclusion, our results suggest that at the conscious experience of body-ownership participants more read-
ily embody a rubber hand that ‘feels like’ their own hand, whereas they tend to resist the RHI when their own 
tactile affectivity does not match the vicariously perceived tactile affectivity on the rubber hand, even if the latter 
is more pleasant. We find that incongruences between the felt and seen tactile affectivity can disrupt the multi-
sensory integration processes that lead to body ownership, over and above any effects of temporal synchrony, or 
felt valence. This is the first study to show that tactile affective congruency between direct and vicarious modal-
ities modulates body awareness during multisensory integration, in ways similar to other amodal properties 
such as temporal or spatial congruency. We thus suggest that affective contingency in signals originating from 
different modalities may act as an important amodal precondition for multisensory integration, as predicted 
by developmental theories on the formation of the bodily self on the basis of affectively contingent, embodied 
interactions37,38.
Methods
Participants. Ninety-four female participants were recruited to take part in the study. There is evidence 
showing gender differences in the perception of touch; that is females tend to prefer same gender-matched touch, 
whereas males would rather receive touch by females73 and biases are more likely to occur in female-male inter-
action as compared to female-female (e.g.74–76). So, we chose a female experimenter for both experiments and a 
female sample to reduce potential gender effects in the context of hedonic touch74,77. Sample size was determined 
through power calculation using G*Power, assuming at least 80% power to detect a medium effect size on the 
main effect of Stroking in our embodiment questionnaire measure. The effect size for Experiment 1 was computed 
based on previous RHI work, yielding an f = 0.46 to show a Stroking (Synchrony vs Asynchrony) effect. Then, the 
results of Experiment 1 were used to run power analysis for Experiment 2. As in our second experiment we were 
also interested in the possible effect of the incongruent fabrics (which were not manipulated in Experiment 1) 
we assumed at least 90% power to detect a medium effect size on our main effects. This power analysis yielded an 
effect size f = 0.43. Eight participants were excluded due to the following reasons: (1) experimental error during 
randomisation of the experimental conditions leading to the omission of one condition (Experiment 1: N = 2), (2) 
rating the Velcro fabric as more pleasant than the synthetic wool at the baseline tactile test (Experiment 1: N = 2; 
Experiment 2: N = 3) and (3) failing to follow the instructions during the induction of the RHI (Experiment 
2: N = 1). Thus, the final sample consisted of 86 participants (Experiment 1: N = 36, mean age = 25.11 years, 
SD = 9.78 years; Experiment 2: N = 50, mean age = 21.25 years, SD = 3.23 years). The study was approved by 
the Ethics Committee of the Research Department of Clinical, Educational and Health Psychology, University 
College London and the experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed 
written consent was obtained from each participant prior to the experiment.
Materials. The participant’s left hand and the rubber hand were positioned in a black wooden box measuring 
34 × 65 × 44 cm27, which hides the participant’s own arm from view but allows the rubber hand to be viewed. 
Hence, during the RHI participants were not able to see the fabric that was stroking their own real arm, but only 
to perceive it at the tactile level. The rubber hand used was custom made by an artist with expertise in body-part 
modelling, by means of a hand cast obtained from one volunteer with a BMI within the healthy weight range 
(healthy BMI = 18.5–24.9). The cast was subsequently hand painted to create a life-like model hand. The stroking 
was done by the experimenter using a black plastic stick, to which the respective fabric was attached. The size and 
colour of the fabrics were matched to avoid perceptual confounds. The choice of the two fabrics was made on the 
basis of a pilot experiment, whereby the pleasantness of 12 materials of different degrees of pleasantness (cotton 
wool ball, soft sponge, Velcro hook, Velcro hairy loops, hair doughnut, faux fur, sandpaper, linen fabric, wool 
yarn, latex, cotton fabric, synthetic wool yarn – please see Fig. 1S Supplementary Material) was rated in visual 
only, tactile only, and visuo-tactile conditions. Based on these data, we chose the most pleasant and least pleasant 
(hereafter referred to as non-pleasant) fabrics with similar visual appearance (i.e. size and colour), as rated by 12 
participants. Therefore, our term choices of pleasant and non-pleasant fabrics were derived from pre-designated 
stimuli terms based on central hypotheses and piloting performed prior to our main experiments.
In Experiment 1, we contrasted the two congruent conditions (felt and seen touch was either pleasant or 
non-pleasant) against two conditions of uncertain affectivity (see Fig. 5A). In the latter two conditions, the partic-
ipant’s hand was stroked using either the pleasant or the non-pleasant fabric, while the fabric stroking the rubber 
hand was hidden from participant’s view. To hide the fabric, the experimenter used a stick with a cardboard 
attached, which prevented the participants from viewing just the tip of the stick. Thus, participants could clearly 
see where and how fast the rubber hand was touched, but they could not see the precise fabric that was touching 
it. In Experiment 2, we replaced the manipulation of the certainty of affectivity with the manipulation of the 
congruency of affectivity (Fig. 5B). Thus, in this experiment participant’s hand was stroked either congruently in 
two conditions as above (felt and seen touch was either pleasant or non-pleasant), or incongruently in two, new 
conditions (felt touch was pleasant and seen touch was non-pleasant and vice versa). Finally, in both experiments, 
in the asynchronous condition, both the participant’s hand and the rubber hand were stroked using the pleasant 
fabric, but the stimulations were offset.
Experimental setup and design. As illustrated in Fig. 5, both experiments followed a within-participant 
repeated measures design. The independent variables of Experiment 1 were Fabric (pleasant vs. non-pleasant) 
and Certainty of Affectivity (congruent certain vs. hidden/uncertain fabric). In this experiment, participants left 
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hand was stroked using a pleasant (synthetic wool) or non-pleasant (Velcro) fabric, whilst they watched a rubber 
hand being stroked by the same material (i.e., pleasant or non-pleasant conditions; congruent certain condi-
tion), or by a hidden fabric (hidden/uncertain condition). An additional asynchronous condition was included 
to control for the strength of the illusion using the pleasant fabric only (asynchronous pleasant congruent con-
dition). The order of conditions was counterbalanced across participants. Our dependent variables were: (1) An 
embodiment questionnaire52, to provide a measure of embodiment over the rubber hand (18 statements, 7-point 
Likert-type scale; −3, strongly disagree; +3, strongly agree). In each condition, the questionnaire was adminis-
tered pre- (i.e., embodiment due to the visual capture effect78) and post-stroking. We calculated their difference to 
obtain a measure of subjective embodiment due to visuo-tactile integration (post – pre measures). We computed 
the ‘embodiment score’, obtained by averaging the scores of ownership, felt location and felt agency together52. 
(2) A proprioceptive drift measure, that is the degree to which the stimulated hand is perceived to be closer to the 
rubber hand. In each condition, we first subtracted the value corresponding to the actual position of the partici-
pant’s index finger from the value corresponding to the felt position, before (“pre” value) and after (“post” value) 
stroking. Then their difference (post – pre) was calculated to obtain a measure of proprioceptive drift due to rub-
ber hand illusion induction. (3) A subjective valence rating of stroking per condition (participants are asked to 
indicate the extent of their agreement or disagreement with three statements: “How pleasant was it on your skin”, 
“How unpleasant was it on your skin”, and “How arousing was it on your skin” on a VAS with two anchors (0, not 
at all; +100, extremely), to measure the perceived affectivity of the various conditions.
In Experiment 2, while we kept the independent variables Fabric (pleasant vs. non-pleasant) identical, we 
replaced the certainty/uncertainty of the seen fabric with a congruent vs. incongruent manipulation (Fig. 5B). 
That is, participants’ left hand was stroked using a pleasant (synthetic wool) or non-pleasant (Velcro) fabric, 
whilst they watched a rubber hand being stroked by the same material (i.e., pleasant or non-pleasant conditions) 
used to stroke their own hand (congruent condition), or by an incongruent fabric (incongruent condition).
In Experiment 1 we used a box frame whereby a realistic left rubber hand was situated 25 cm to the right of 
the participant’s own left hand. Previous RHI studies have found that an increase in distance between the real 
and rubber hand might reduce the strength of the illusion (e.g.15, although see79 for some different evidence). 
While Preston found a difference between synchrony and asynchrony at 35 cm, the study also showed a direct 
effect of the location of the rubber hand relative to the real hand only when the fake hand is 17.5 cm from the real 
hand15. Similarly, Lloyd59 found that, despite the 27.5 cm distance elicited the RHI in their study, the strength of 
Figure 5. Illustration of the experimental design of Experiments 1 and 2. A. Experiment 1 consisted in a 
2 × 2 within-subject design, with the independent variables Fabric (pleasant vs. non-pleasant) and Certainty 
of Affectivity on the rubber hand (congruent vs hidden). B. In Experiment 2, we contrasted the independent 
variables Fabric (pleasant vs. non-pleasant) and Congruency of Affectivity on the rubber hand (congruent vs 
incongruent). In both experiments, an additional asynchronous condition (not illustrated here) was used to 
control for the strength of the RHI. This condition used the pleasant fabric (synthetic wool) on both the real and 
rubber hands and was contrasted against the pleasant congruent condition.
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the illusion was significantly greater when the participant’s own hand and the rubber hand were 17.5 cm apart 
than when they were 27.5 cm apart. Hence, to optimise the set-up and design of Experiment 2 we used a different 
wooden box, where the distance between the rubber hand and the real left hand was 17 cm, which seems to be an 
optimal distance based on the results of the above studies. Aside from this difference, all the other experimental 
setup procedures were kept identical between the two experiments.
Experimental procedure. The experimenter marked the stroking skin area measuring 9 cm long ×4 cm 
wide with a washable marker on the hairy skin of participants’ left forearm (wrist crease to elbow27,80). The exper-
imenter was trained to deliver the touch at the exact speed by counting the number of strokes within the tactile 
stimulation window of 3 seconds (i.e. 1 stroke, 3-seconds-long; with the aid of a watch) over this previously iden-
tified stroking area, thus facilitating consistency in velocity and force/pressure81. Next, the participant’s left arm 
and the rubber hand were positioned in the black wooden box. Before the stroking stimulation, the rubber hand 
was hidden to take a baseline measure of pointing response (for the proprioceptive drift measure); the experi-
menter ran her finger along the length of the ridge of the box until the participant would tell the experimenter 
to stop when her finger was directly over the location of the participant’s hidden index finger28. Then, before the 
experimental procedure started, participants were asked to complete a baseline tactile test. The experimenter then 
delivered tactile stimulation on the participant’s hidden forearm with either the synthetic wool (pleasant fabric) or 
Velcro (non-pleasant fabric). The stimulation was done once and participants were then asked to complete three 
statements of valence ratings (“How pleasant was the touch”, “How unpleasant was the touch”, and “How arousing 
was the touch”: on a 0 to 100 VAS, with 0, not at all; +100, extremely).
Then, the rubber hand was uncovered and the experimenter asked the participant to look at the rubber hand 
without moving her own hidden hand for 15 s. The participant was then required to fill the (pre) embodiment 
questionnaire. This measure of subjective visual capture was collected before each experimental condition and 
was then contrasted against the (post) embodiment questionnaire collected after the visuo-tactile induction. The 
experimenter then sat in front of the participant and manually delivered stimulation to the visible rubber hand 
and the participant’s hidden forearm. Participants were stimulated on their left forearm, with a stroking velocity 
of 3 cm/s, matching in both space and time. In the Pleasant Congruent and Non-pleasant Congruent conditions, 
the participant’s hand and the rubber hand were stroked simultaneously in the same anatomical location using 
either the pleasant (synthetic wool) or the non-pleasant (Velcro) fabrics.
In all conditions, participants were instructed to keep their own left hand still and carefully observe the rubber 
hand. Each stroking stimulation lasted for 2 minutes. Immediately following the stroking stimulation, the exper-
imenter recorded the proprioceptive drift, (post) embodiment measures and VAS valence ratings as explained in 
the Experimental setup. Prior to commencing the next condition, participants were given a rest period during 
which they were instructed to freely move and take the hand out of the box.
After the experimental procedure was completed, participants underwent a baseline visual test, similar to the 
baseline tactile test described above. Here, they were asked to watch the rubber hand, whilst the experimenter 
delivered tactile stimulation with either pleasant or non-pleasant fabric on the artificial hand itself. As in the 
baseline tactile test, participants completed the three statements of valence ratings (“How pleasant did you think 
the touch was”, “How unpleasant did you think the touch was”, and “How arousing did you think the touch was”, 
on a 0 to 100 VAS, with 0, not at all; +100, extremely). As in previous work43, these tactile and visual ratings were 
used to check whether participants could discriminate between the two fabrics at the tactile level and whether 
they could associate the seen fabrics with the felt tactile stimulation.
Data Availability
The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study can be accessed on the Open Science 
Framework: osf.io/as3ut.
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